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ABSTRACT 

 

In the digital age, frightening patterns in digital threats are emerging. It is impossible to 

ignore threats to IoT networks. Threats can take on any of the typical forms, including Denial-of-

Service (DoS), Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS), Virus assault, Man-in-the-middle attack 

(Mitm), Advanced Persistent Threats (APT), Password Assault, and more. It is crucial to 

eliminate all threats from IoT networks and devices.  

Reinforcement learning to detect anomalies in an IoT network is seen to be the greatest 

option for correcting risks in a network, hence fixing the afflicted nodes, according to this thesis, 

"Self-Adaptation of SDN-based IoT Networks." (Markov) MDP policies and MAPE-K loop 

properties in Self-aware systems are the bases of the design in this thesis. The network system 

exhibited self-adaptability features, which makes it self-correcting and self-healing.  

The objective of this research is to propose a means to secure the devices in an IoT 

network by protecting them from any form of threats and ensuring that the devices function 

normally. Even at the advent of abnormal functioning of any node in the network, the system 

should be able to correct itself. 

A Software Defined Network (SDN) architecture is proposed for the design in a later 

section, which explains the kind of SDN that should be in place for the intrusion detection 

system. Further into the thesis, we dived deep into the general overview of deep reinforcement 

learning. Then comes the implementation, which talks about the kind of reinforcement learning 

policy used in the work and how the result was derived. The other section discusses the result 

and discussion, where the result in this work was compared with the result of the traditional 

machine learning algorithm.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 

1.1. IoT in General 

The Internet of Things is the hub for connecting both real-world and virtual smart devices. 

IoT devices are small, low power, and have a limited processing capacity. The gadgets collect 

information about the surroundings and transmit it to the gateways for further processing. IoT 

systems can be developed using traditional technologies to provide a variety of services, but they 

are standalone systems. IoT expands existing technologies, such as radio frequency identification 

and wireless sensor networks, which have limited compatibility, to fulfill application-specific 

needs. IoT solutions enable direct or indirect communication between smart devices. Different 

proprietary protocols have been established since the inception of IoT, some of which are not 

compatible with other devices. There are certain established protocols among them. Some of 

these protocols have been standardized to allow for cross-device use. TCP, UDP, IEEE 802.15.4, 

6LoWPAN, and other protocols are examples of interoperable or standardized protocols. 

IoT sensors and gadgets respond to dynamic events and can adjust courses to accommodate 

environmental changes. The Internet of Things sensors and devices can receive instructions for 

installing, updating, or doing other management-related operations from a distance. These nodes 

receive prompt updates or orders from a remote management server to start up or shut down. The 

nodes’ capacity for self-configuration reduces the need for manual changes made by humans. 

For administrative purposes, identifying each device in an IoT network is easy, because each 

one has a distinct identity. Either IP addresses, URIs, or RFID tags are used to provide these 

distinct identities. An IoT network’s sensors or devices may be linked to the Internet or another 

form of communication, and the data produced may be pre-processed locally or in the cloud. To 

make the best decisions, the knowledge would be taken from the data (Suryateja, n.d.). 

 

1.2. Self-adaptation Properties of IoT Network 

Self-adaptation is the ability of a system or network to continuously learn from and adjust to 

changing operational conditions (Lalanda et al., 2013). This is relevant when the system 

malfunctions and reconfigures itself, i.e., when it self-manages by defending, improving, 
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rearranging, or mending itself. A typical self-adaptation system uses a MAPE-K adaptation 

control loop, which consists of four main steps: monitoring the system and its environment, 

analyzing the data gathered from the system and its environment to determine whether 

adaptation is necessary, planning the adaptation, and carrying out the adaptation by 

implementing on the system. 

 

1.3. IoT Architectures with SDN Support 

SDN and IoT are separate technologies. In contrast to SDN, which is linked to network 

routing and serves as an orchestrator for network-level management, IoTs mostly comprise 

sensing devices that attribute distinct communication networks. IoT is a tiered architecture with 

numerous technologies at each level, whereas SDN separates the control plane from the data 

plane and offers vendor freedom. Consequently, IoT can benefit from the SDN control plane 

because SDN promises to meet new service expectations for the traditional network. 

IoT architecture consists of three basic layers: 

1. The perception layer: This is made up of tangible items and sensors. 

2. Network layer: This sends data from physical devices to the network’s gateway and edge. 

3. Application layer: This handles user-requested applications and services. 

There are three fundamental SDN architecture levels: 

1. Data plane: The data plane comprises dumb forwarding devices, such as switches and 

routers, which only forward data when instructed to do so by the controller. 

2. Control plane/controller: The controller functions as the network's brain and oversees its 

overall operation. The application layer abstracts the needs of the client, and the 

controller receives this information via northbound APIs, such as the Restful API. The 

controller oversees the entire network and has a thorough understanding of it. 

3. Application layer: The controller runs above all other apps and programs. 
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1.4. IoT Security Framework and SDN Nature 

In a wider network, IoT devices are susceptible to security risks. The authentication of IoT 

devices on the controller is the main emphasis of the security framework, so when a wireless 

object connects to the controller, it immediately blocks all ports and begins authenticating the 

device. The controller starts pushing flow only to an authenticated user. Several network 

controllers act as security guards and information concerning user authentication is shared 

between parties. If a guard controller fails, another border controller is chosen to serve as the 

security controller (Tayyaba et al., 2017).  

The foundation of IoT network management is Software-Defined Networking (SDN). It 

makes the underpinning network programmable. Comparing traditional computer networks to 

SDN-based systems and networks, traditional networks’ monitoring solutions call for ad-hoc 

software installation/configuration and low-level tools. SDN has offered a set of straightforward 

and reusable primitives for the gathering of network variables at various granularity levels, 

making them useful for a variety of management tasks. Network operators can dynamically 

designate the flows to monitor based on different packet fields (e.g., source and/or destination IP 

addresses) and count the number of bytes or packets for these flows using SDN flow-based 

switches (e.g., Open-Flow enabled devices) (Tangari et al., 2018). 
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2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS 

 

2.1. BACKGROUND 

The main ideas that are important to comprehend this work are explained in this chapter. 

Additionally, it describes the technology under inquiry and earlier research on the subject.  

DDoS attacks employing hacked IoT devices are the most common kind of attack on IoT 

networks. The primary objective of this research work is to identify anomalies in the IoT 

network layer. To mitigate security risks, IoT networks must be able to self-protect and self-

adapt. Due to their complexity and magnitude, self-adapting large-scale systems using machine 

learning are actively explored, and they are the subject of extensive research because they 

encapsulate the underlying network architecture. Solutions proposed by Narayanankutty, (2021) 

are useful for network control in complex systems due to their inherent properties of 

manageability, dynamism, cost-effectiveness, and adaptability by abstracting the underlying 

network architecture.  

This work highlights self-adaptation in SDN-based IoT (Internet of Things) networks 

using reinforcement learning, which refers to a technique that allows an IoT network to adapt 

and optimize its behavior in response to changes in its environment or operating conditions. In 

this approach, the network uses a form of artificial intelligence known as reinforcement learning 

to learn from experience and make decisions that maximize its performance. This work reflects 

the use of the new module in reinforcement learning, the stable-baselines3 module. Here, the 

recreation of a quite simple environment, which is assumed to be a collection of nodes and edges 

in a network, with a state-space assumed to be anomalies-free was considered. Anomalies are 

introduced to the environment for model testing to ascertain the agent’s level of capability. The 

agent explores the environment to detect introduced anomalies, and the reconfiguration process 

begins. This accounts for self-adaptation in IoT networks.  

In a software-defined networking (SDN) architecture, a centralized controller that can 

dynamically adjust network resources and routing paths in response to changing network 

conditions controls the network. This architecture is well suited to IoT networks, which typically 

involve many devices with varying resource requirements and connectivity. 
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2.2. Related works 

Research on the Software Defined Networks (SDN) on the Internet of Things is constantly 

gaining momentum. Software Defined Network (SDN) currently enables automatic network 

monitoring in network systems, in contrast to the conventional Computer Network, where low-

level tools configuration and software installations are carried out. This section will examine 

some research projects related to self-adapting IoT networks. 

By automatically and intelligently analyzing network flows, Sarica and Angin (2020) 

proposed an automated injection intrusion detection and mitigation approach that offers security 

in SDN-based networks. Next, mitigation measures are implemented in line with the intrusion 

detection component’s determination. Li et al. (2022) improved an SDN’s programmable 

controller with the well-known MAPE-K self-adaptation loop using genetic programming (GP). 

 Their strategy: 

1. Periodically checks the SDN for congestion to create a model of the SDN that will be 

utilized to resolve congestion.  

2. Applying GP allows the SDN data-forwarding algorithm’s logic to evolve to reduce 

transmission time and changes to current data-transmission channels while also 

resolving congestion. 

3. The logic of the SDN data-forwarding algorithm is updated to reduce future congestion 

and existing transmission channels are modified to address the current congestion. 

The three categories of physical autonomous systems that Lei et al. (2020) concentrated on 

reviewing were autonomous robotics, intelligent cars, and the smart grid. Additionally, they 

discussed the uses of DRL for generic autonomous physical systems in IoT edge/fog/cloud 

computing systems and IoT communication networks. Alfonso et al. (2021) claim that without 

the need for earlier configuration by human operators, machine-learning systems may 

automatically distinguish between normal and abnormal patterns and notify a client or third party 

when something deviates from the observed standards. Learning algorithms for IoT systems can 

also aid in preventing disruptive events that affect system availability and QoS, for example, to 

predict when a hardware component might fail to take action and avoid system downtime. 
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Predictive maintenance of physical devices is one of the tasks that can be efficiently predicted by 

algorithm learning. 
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3 PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

 

3.1 THE SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORK 

A new paradigm for fostering innovation in networking research and development is 

Software Defined Networking (SDN). The network intelligence and state are logically 

centralized, and the control and data planes are disconnected. Through a secured OpenFlow 

channel, a new device called a controller connects to the switch and controls it using the 

OpenFlow protocol. Both proactively using pre-established rules and reactively in reaction to 

packets, the controller can add, amend, and delete flow entries. Additionally, SDN enables the 

deployment of dynamic security policies, granular traffic filtering, and quick response to security 

risks. Inside the controller, the SDN architecture offers a programmable interface. SDN makes it 

possible for network control activities to:  

•utilize one or more server platforms with improved performance, 

•make use of open operating systems and hardware that are vendor agnostic, 

• exchange data via established protocols with other operating systems or control platforms.  

By pushing security policies to those devices, SDN design expands the security perimeter to 

include network access endpoint devices (access switches, wireless access points, etc.). After 

connecting to the OpenFlow switches, the SDN controller creates a global network view based 

on the data received via the OpenFlow protocol. The SDN controller might additionally:  

• use the Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) for network discovery,  

• compile data on network traffic using a specific field in the flow rules that the controller 

had previously placed (Flauzac et al., 2015). 

 

 

3.1.1 SDN-based Ad-Hoc Architecture 

The default comportment of a controller is the same interaction. It has complete access to 

the switch and is subject to the same regulations as all other controllers (Flauzac et al., 2015). 
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A. SDN Architecture for Ad-Hoc Network 

An SDN-based architecture for Ad-Hoc Networks is provided in this section. The Ad-

Hoc network node is regarded as a combination of the following as in Fig. 2: 

•legacy interfaces: the physical layer. 

•programmable layer: a virtual switch that is compatible with SDN and an SDN 

controller. 

•the OS layer consists of the operating system and its applications. 

 

 

Figure 1: Equal Interaction SDN Networks 

 

All legacy interfaces are linked to a virtual switch in this paradigm, which is managed 

by an SDN controller built within the node. Since each node’s controllers interact with 

each other equally, there is no need to be concerned about the nodes’ liability for the 

misbehaving users connecting through them. Ad-Hoc users will communicate with other 

nodes using an embedded switch that is SDN-compatible. The SDN controller can 

simultaneously improve connection and security across nodes through equal interaction. 

This new SDN-based Ad-Hoc network architecture’s compatibility with SDN legacy 

networks is one of its benefits. The Ad-Hoc network may be connected to the legacy 

network to create an Extended SDN domain (Fig. 3), the node in the Ad-Hoc network has 

an embedded SDN-compatible switch and an SDN controller. Furthermore, all rules will 
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be synchronized because all controllers in the extended SDN domain interact equally. 

Ad-Hoc users must communicate with other nodes (Network gateways) that are linked to 

the SDN domain in this arrangement.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: A Node in Ad-Hoc Plane 

 

 

 

B. DISTRIBUTED AD-HOC CONTROL PLANE 

The SDN control plane must oversee the evolution of each SDN virtual switch on 

each Ad-Hoc device because each Ad-Hoc node has its own SDN controller. Messages 

can be exchanged to synchronize all the rules whenever a new Ad-Hoc device joins or 

leaves the network. A distributed SDN design with several controllers is preferred to 

ensure scalability and fault tolerance. To ensure that, as shown in Figure 4, new 

controllers would be dynamically added to the Ad-Hoc network area, allowing specific 

nodes to conduct control operations. The new controllers will use the same global 

network view. Their capabilities and SDN control domain, however, will be constrained 

to a modest Ad-Hoc region. Since they are deployed on the users’ side, those controllers 

will also be responsible for monitoring how the software switches behave.  
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Figure 3: Extended SDN Domain 

 

 

Figure 4: Distributed Ad-Hoc Control Plane 

 

3.1.2. SDN-BASED IOT ARCHITECTURE  

High levels of scalability, high volumes of data, and mobility are not supported by the 

standard network protocols and equipment.  

 

A. SDN DOMAIN 

As suggested in the previous section, each device in an IoT or sensor network 

cannot have an embedded SDN-compliant switch and an SDN controller. However, it can 
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be expected that each low-resource device can be connected to a neighboring node that 

has SDN capabilities. There are two different types of nodes in a domain in a 

heterogeneous network like the one in Figure 3. If a node has sufficient resources, it is 

called an OpenFlow node; otherwise, it is called a sensor or a smart object. The SDN 

controller for each domain manages all traffic within that domain. 

 

B. SDN INTERCONNECTION DOMAIN 

It is anticipated that each SDN domain in the proposed architecture has either one 

SDN controller or several SDN controllers. Each SDN domain in the proposed 

architecture has either one SDN controller or several SDN controllers. Only these 

controllers manage the devices within their domain. An enterprise data center is 

represented by a domain. 

Many heterogeneous connections between SDN domains are necessary for an 

SDN-based architecture for the Internet of Things. A new form of controller, known as a 

root controller, also known as a border controller, must exist in each domain to enable the 

distribution of routing functions and security rules on each border controller to achieve 

such large-scale connectivity. Additionally, these controllers oversee the connection to 

other SDN border controllers and exchange data with them.  

This design was developed with equitable interaction amongst controllers while 

utilizing the current security features. Each SDN domain has its management philosophy 

and set of security regulations. Due to the variety of security policies for the connected 

SDN domains, there may be issues that need to be resolved. 

The Grid of Security idea put forth by Flauzac et al. (2015) is taken into 

consideration. A middleware for the decentralized enforcement of network security is 

called the Grid of Security.  

 

 

3.1.3. DISTRIBUTED SDN SECURITY SOLUTION 

In addition to network management, the controller effectively monitors and 

secures the network from both internal and external assaults.  
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By adding firewalls, IPS, and IDS modules to the SDN controller or by 

configuring security policies in OpenFlow switches, network security utilizing the SDN 

architecture is enabled. The development of the next generation of Internet architecture 

necessitates better security standards, including the need to authenticate network devices, 

users, and objects communicating to users via both wired and wireless technologies. 

Furthermore, it is necessary to monitor both user and object behavior to establish trust 

boundaries and apply accounting techniques and software verification. However, the 

security requirements of the next-generation Internet architecture are not met by the 

current security systems, which do not offer these security levels.  

A straightforward solution offered by SDN architecture is for a controller to 

oversee security inside a single SDN domain. With the resources available on each 

control platform, this solution can potentially be expanded to accommodate numerous 

controllers. A secure model for the IoT network can be created by connecting all SDN 

domains via border controllers, which further extends the distributed control architecture.  

Due to the lack of a network backbone, traditional Ad-Hoc architecture does not 

offer network access control or global traffic monitoring. These security restrictions are 

removed by the architecture suggested here, which also makes it possible to install 

dynamic security rules and configure networks.  

According to Flauzac et al. (2015), this design attempts to achieve the maximum 

synchronization of SDN Controllers within a security perimeter, enabling fine-grained 

control over network access and ongoing monitoring of network endpoints.  

The SDN controllers start by authenticating the network devices to secure 

network access and network resources. The SDN controllers start by authenticating the 

network devices to secure network access and resources. The controller restricts switch 

ports that are linked to users once the switch and controller establish a safe OpenFlow 

connection. After that, the controller authorizes only user authentication traffic after user 

authentication. Once the user has been validated, the controller will push the necessary 

flow entries to the software or hardware access switch depending on the user’s level of 

authorization. The authentication method is expanded to include IoT network devices. 

Each device must connect to an OpenFlow-enabled node that is linked to a single 

controller inside its domain.  
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The grid of the security network is designed to expand the single SDN domain 

concept to several domains (Fig. 5), with each domain’s controller exchanging security 

rules. On the periphery of the expanded SDN Domain, there are SDN controllers that act 

as security guards to protect the network Safety connections between domains, they could 

be provisioned and only added to SDN Controllers, and only recognized traffic could be 

accepted. The controllers are familiar with the rules in their domain, but they are unaware 

of the rules in other domains. Therefore, the flow needs to be routed to the Security 

Controller, also known as the Border Controller, whenever a node wants to communicate 

with another node in a different domain. According to Flauzac et al. (2015), the security 

controller queries each nearby controller to determine whether it is aware of the 

information’s destination. 

 

 

Figure 5: Grid of Security in SDN Domain 

 

 

3.1.4 DRL-BASED INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS 

Security professionals typically need to observe and analyze audit data, such as 

application traces, network traffic flow, and user command data, to distinguish between 
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normal and abnormal behavior to discover intrusions. However, as the network capacity 

is increased, the volume of audit data quickly increases. Because of this, manual 

detection is challenging or even impossible. A software or hardware platform known as 

an intrusion detection system (IDS) is installed on host computers or network equipment 

to monitor audit data to identify and notify the administrator of any suspicious or 

malicious activity. A system for intrusion detection and prevention might be able to take 

the necessary steps right away to lessen the effects of malicious activity.  

IDS are grouped into host-based and network-based groups based on several sorts 

of audit data. To identify unusual behaviors, host-based IDS often monitors and examines 

the host computer’s log files or settings. A sniffer is used by network-based IDS to gather 

transmitting packets in the network and examines the traffic data for intrusion detection. 

Host-based systems normally lack cross-platform support and deploying them requires 

knowledge of the host operating systems and their configurations. Unlike host-based 

systems, network-based systems are more portable and attempt to monitor traffic over 

specified network segments. They are also independent of the operating systems. Thus, 

network-based systems are simpler to implement and have greater monitoring capabilities 

than host-based systems. Because it must inspect each packet that traverses its network 

segment, a network-based IDS could struggle to manage high-traffic and fast networks.  

Regardless of the IDS types, there are two popular detection techniques, 

signature-based and anomaly-based detection. Signature detection entails the database of 

known attack patterns and the comparison of potential attack traits to those in the 

database. Anomaly detection monitors the system’s typical behaviors and notifies the 

administrator if any occur, such as an unexpected rise in traffic rate, or the quantity of IP 

packets sent and received per second. Building adaptive IDSs has made extensive use of 

machine learning techniques, such as unsupervised clustering and supervised 

classification approaches. However, these techniques — such as neural networks, k-

nearest neighbors, support vector machines (SVM), random forests, and more recently 

deep learning — typically rely on predefined properties of already-existing cyberattacks, 

making them ineffective at spotting brand-new or abnormal attacks. Unsupervised or 

supervised procedures produce ineffective solutions due to slow responses to dynamic 
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incursions. In this regard, numerous IDS applications have successfully used RL 

algorithms (Nguyen & Reddi, 2021). 

 

The application of DRL techniques in host-based and network-based IDS is 

covered in the following subsections.  

 

a. Host-based IDS: Because they can only handle temporally isolated labeled or 

unlabeled data, adaptive intrusion detection models display limited performance 

as the volume of audit data and complexity of intrusion behaviors rise. 

Complicated invasions are made up of temporal sequences of dynamic actions. 

Thus, the intrusion detection problem is transformed into a Markov chain state 

value prediction task.  

b. IDS on a network: The disadvantages of anomaly-based and signature-based 

detection techniques are as follows: Traditional machine learning algorithms used 

for anomaly detection have a high false alarm rate, because they may classify 

routine user behavior as unusual. Since signature detection relies on a library of 

patterns from well-known attacks, it is unable to identify novel attack types. The 

suggested IDS is built using a combination of association rule learning, log 

correlation, and RL algorithms. When RL chooses to log files that include (or do 

not contain) anomalies or any indications of an attack, the system receives a 

reward (or a punishment). This process enables the system to pick log files that 

are more suitable while looking for signs of an attack. Dealing with the distributed 

denial-of-service (DDoS) threat, which is a DoS attack but has a dispersed 

character, occurs with high traffic volume, and compromises many hosts, is one 

of the most challenging tasks facing the modern Internet. 

 

3.1.5 CYBER SECURITY ATTACKING SCENARIOS 

Traditional cyber security techniques such as firewalls, anti-virus software, and 

intrusion detection typically fall behind dynamic threats and are passive and unilateral in 

nature. Because there are many different cyber components in cyberspace, reliable cyber 

security must consider how these components interact. Particularly, the choices made by 
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other components are influenced by the security policy applied to a component. As a 

result, when the system is huge, the decision space grows significantly and contains many 

what-if situations. Because it can explore a wide range of scenarios to determine the 

optimum course of action for every actor, game theory is effective in resolving such 

complex issues. Both its actions and those of other players influence a player’s utility or 

return on investment. In other words, the effectiveness of cyber-defending measures must 

consider the tactics used by the attacker and the actions of other network users. Game 

theory can simulate the competition and collaboration of rational decision-makers, 

simulating the actions of cyber security issues including attackers and defenders. Game 

theory has been able to mathematically define and evaluate the complicated behavior of 

numerous competitive systems thanks to this similarity. The next section presents various 

cyber-security issues in various attack scenarios, such as jamming, spoofing, malware, 

and attacks in hostile environments (Nguyen & Reddi, 2021).  

 

a) Jamming Attacks: A DoS attack is any incident that impairs or destroys a network’s 

ability to perform its intended purpose. Jamming attacks are a specific form of DoS 

attacks. Researchers have been interested in jamming, a severe attack on networking, and 

have employed machine learning, particularly RL, to solve this issue. The recent 

advancement of deep learning has made it easier to apply DRL for jamming handling or 

mitigation. 

b) Spoofing Attacks: These are common in wire-free networks where the attacker poses as 

another node and uses a fictitious identity, such as media access control, to gain 

unauthorized access to the network. Man-in-the-middle or denial-of-service attacks could 

result from this illicit intrusion.  

c) Malware Attacks: One of the most difficult types of malware for mobile devices is zero-

day attacks, which prey on previously undiscovered security flaws. Until these attacks are 

stopped or neutralized, hackers may have already had negative impacts on the computer 

programs, data, or networks. The traces or log data generated by the applications must be 

processed in real-time to prevent such assaults. Mobile devices frequently transfer certain 

malware detection duties to secure servers in the cloud for processing due to their limited 

computing power, battery life, and radio bandwidth. The security server can process 
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activities more quickly and accurately and can deliver a detection report back to mobile 

devices with less lag time if it has robust computational resources and an updated 

malware database. As a result, the offloading procedure has a significant impact on the 

effectiveness of cloud-based virus detection. For instance, radio network congestion 

could cause a significant detection delay if too many tasks are transferred to the cloud 

server. 

d) Attacks in Adversarial Environments: Traditional networks enable direct communication 

between client applications and servers, but because each network has its switch control, 

reconfiguring the network is a slow and ineffective process. This method’s additional 

drawback is that it could be necessary to employ various servers and databases to acquire 

the needed information. A next-generation networking solution that can adaptably alter 

the network is software-defined networking. SDN can efficiently manage and optimize 

network resources, since the control is programmable and has a broad perspective of the 

network architecture. RL has been widely shown to be a reliable strategy for managing 

SDNs. The attacker, if it is aware of the network control algorithm in an adversarial 

environment, may falsify the defender’s training process notwithstanding RL’s 

effectiveness in SDN controlling. 
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4. GENERAL OVERVIEW OF DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING 

(DRL) 

 

4.1. RL and DL (The Two Essential Building Blocks of DRL)  

The value functions and Q-functions in RL typically require a substantial amount of memory. 

Since the state sets in most real-world issues are enormous and occasionally infinite, it is hard to 

store the value functions or Q-functions as tables. It is difficult to understand the environment's 

trial-and-error interaction due to the enormous computational complexity and storage needs. The 

application of DL allows various RL functions, such as value/Q-functions or policy functions, to 

be approximated with a more manageable set of parameters. The combination of RL and DL 

gives a powerful output – The DRL (Lei et al., 2020). 

First, as shown in Fig. 2, fundamental DRL algorithms are divided into two major groups, value-

based and policy gradient approaches, based on whether value/Q-functions or policy functions 

are approximated by NN. The policy gradient methodologies from three perspectives are as 

follows: 

 introducing stochastic policy gradient (SPG) versus deterministic policy gradient (DPG) 

techniques based on the various characteristics of the approximated policy functions; 

 as well as the Monte Carlo policy gradient against actor-critic approaches based on 

various methods of evaluating policies.  

 the simple policy gradient versus natural policy gradient (NPG) methods are based on 

various learning or parameter updating strategies. 

There are also two categories of advanced DRL algorithms, namely, the Partially Observable 

Markov Decision Process based DRL (POMDP-based DRL) and the Multi-Agent based DRL 

(MA-based DRL), which are expected to be very beneficial in resolving outstanding challenges, 

especially in self-adaptable IoT systems.  
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Figure 7 illustrates the basic DRL algorithms organization. 

 

 

(a) General value-based methods for DRL 

 

(b) General policy gradient methods for DRL 

 

Figure 6: General methods of DRL 
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4.1.1. Fundamental DRL Algorithm 

1. Value-Based Methods: In value-based methods for DRL, as shown in Fig. 6(a), the states 

st ∈ S or state-action pairs (st,at) ∈ S ×A are used as inputs to NNs, and Q-functions 

Qπ(st,at) or value functions V π(st) are approximations of the input states provided by the 

NNs. For the input states or state-action pairs, a NN returns the approximations of the Q-

functions or value functions. A single output neuron or several output neurons may exist, 

as shown in Fig. 6(a). The output for the first scenario can either be V π(st) or Qπ(st,at) 

depending on the input st or (st,at). The Q-functions for state st combined with each 

action, i.e., Qπ(st,a
1),··· , Qπ(st,a

|A|), are the outputs for the latter case. 

Yt
Q and Yt

V are the goal values of the Q-functions and value functions, respectively, from 

which the loss functions are derived. When using value-based approaches, the regression 

loss can be used to assess how well the NN approximates Q-functions or value functions 

(Lei et al., 2020). 

Figure 7: Basic DRL Algorithms Organization 
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                              Or 

 

 

a. Deep Q-Networks: This is based on the concept of NN fitting Q-functions. In Fig. 8(a), 

the DQN illustration is displayed. The NN in the DQN algorithm receives a state as input 

and outputs approximations of Q-functions for each action contained in the state. 

In DQN, the method first initializes the network parameters at random with the value θ0. 

The target Q-function Yt
DQN is given under the Bellman equation as: 

 

Y
tDQN  

Where the variables' values at the tth or (t + 1)th iteration are indicated by the subscripts t 

or t + 1. By substituting YtDQN for YtQ, the loss function LDQN, which can be derived 

from the first equation in the regression loss formula above, is minimized to update the 

parameters in DQN. 

 

By applying stochastic gradient descent, the parameters are updated as; 

    

 

Where α is the learning rate. 
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(b) DDQN 

Figure 8: DQN and DDQN with Target Networks 

 

Two key strategies —freezing target networks and experience replay— are used in DQN 

to address the limitations of DRL. The target networks, whose parameters θt
− are kept 

constant over time, are used to assess the Q-function of the subsequent state to increase 

the stability and controllability of the training process, such that instead of this Yt
DQN in 

the given equation above, we have this below; 

 

Y
tDQN  
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After each cycle, the settings of the online network θt are changed. The online network 

communicates its parameters with the target network after a predetermined number of 

iterations. By doing this, the likelihood of divergence is decreased, and instability 

brought on by overly rapid propagation is avoided. 

The experience of the agent at each time step is saved in a data set to perform experience 

replay. When updates are applied to this data set, correlations in the order of observations 

are eliminated and variations in the data distribution are smoothed. With this method, 

there is more opportunity to change the parameters in a wider way and the updates can 

cover a larger state-action space. 

b. Double DQN: This method likely overestimates an action's Q-function because it uses 

the Q-function assessed by target networks for both selection and evaluation. More 

actions will result in a higher estimate error. The double DQN (DDQN) method is used to 

address this issue, using two sets of parameters to obtain the goal value YtDDQN as 

illustrated in Fig. 8(b). The target Q-value in DDQN can be rewritten as. 

 

YtDDQN = rt+1 + γQ(st+1,argmaxQ(st+1,at+1;θ);θ−), 

at+1 

Where the parameters in the online network determine which action is chosen, and the 

parameters in the target network determine how well the present action is being 

evaluated. The performance of the DRL methods will therefore be improved because 

there will be less overestimation of the Q-Learning values and more stability. By 

changing YtQ to YtDDQN and updating the parameters accordingly, the loss function 

LDDQN may be obtained from the first equation regression loss. While maintaining the 

majority of the DQN algorithm, the DDQN algorithm benefits from double Q-Learning. 

In addition to DQN and DDQN, there are alternative value-based approaches. Some of 

these methods, such as DDQN with Proportional Prioritization and DDQN with duel 

architecture, were developed based on DQN and DDQN with additional improvements. 

 

(Value-based DRL methods: advantages and disadvantages) Although the value-based 

DRL approaches have significant shortcomings, the DQN and its upgraded versions have 
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been frequently used in the existing literature. This is mainly because of their relative 

simplicity and good performance. First, it is unable to resolve RL issues with expansive 

or continuous action spaces. Second, it is unable to resolve RL issues where the best 

course of action involves stochastic probabilities. Since value-based methods can only 

learn deterministic policies, most algorithms—including DQN—are off-policy. 

 

 

2. Policy Gradient Methods: When the environment is in state s, action a is chosen by a 

policy π. NNs can be used in policy gradient methods to directly approximate a policy as 

a function of the state, i.e., πθ(s). As seen in Fig. 6(b), the states serve as the NNs' inputs, 

and policy π is roughly represented by the NNs' parameters θ of NNs as πθ. 

To evaluate the performance of the existing policy, the objective function is described 

below: 

 

J(θ) = V πθ(s0) = Eτs0∼πθ [G(τs0)],∀s0 ∈ S 

 

Where τs0 denotes the sampling trajectory with an initial state s0 and V πθ(s0) denotes the 

value function of policy πθ. If we can determine the parameters θ for the policy πθ so that 

the objective function J(θ) is maximized, then, we can resolve this issue. The basic tenet of 

policy gradient methods is to adjust the parameters in the direction of a higher expected 

reward. For this purpose, we can change the loss function of NN to be: 

 

LPG(θ) = −J(θ) = −V πθ(s0) 

 

We must express the gradient of J(θ) with respect to the parameter as an expectation of 

stochastic estimates to update the parameters. The policy in RL can be divided into two 

types, namely the stochastic policy and the deterministic policy. As a result, the SPG 

method and DPG method are detailed below (Lei et al., 2020): 

 

a. Comparing stochastic policy gradients to deterministic policy gradients, DRL may 

be used to approximate a stochastic policy πθ = π(at|st;θ), which provides the 
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probability that an agent would conduct a particular action in an exact state when the 

policy specified by θ is followed. The weights and biases of a NN are frequently used 

as the policy parameters. A typical probability density function is the Softmax 

function for a DRL model with discrete state/action spaces. The policy is often 

described using a Gaussian distribution when the state and action spaces are 

continuous. The Gaussian distribution's standard deviation is specified by a set of 

parameters, and a NN is used to approximate the mean. 

The policy gradient theorem is as follows: 

 

∇Eτs0∼πθ[G(τs0)]=Eτst∼πθ[G(τst)∇θlogπ(at|st;θ)] 

 

Application of stochastic gradient decent results in the parameters being updated as: 

 

θ ← θ + αG(τst)∇θ logπ(at|st;θ) 

 

Where the learning rate represents α. In this way, θ is changed to increase the 

probability that the trajectory G(τst) will have a greater total reward. 

From the perspective of NN, the loss function of the SPG algorithm is given below: 

 

LSPG(θ) = −G(τst)logπ(at|st;θ) 

 

DPG represents the policy as a deterministic decision, i.e., πθ = π(st;θ), in contrast to 

SPG where the policy is described as a probability distribution over actions. We have: 

 

∇θJ(θ) = Es∼ρπθ[∇θπ(st;θ)∇aQπθ(st,at;φ)|a=π(st;θ)] 

 

Where the policy improvement is divided into the gradient of the Q-function to 

actions and the gradient of the policy to the policy parameters. This is based on the 
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objective function provided in the 7th equation above and the DPG theorem. ρπθ Is the 

state distribution carried out according to policy πθ. As a result, the parameters are 

changed as follows:  

θ ← θ+αh∇θπ(st;θ)∇aQπθ(st,at;φ)|a=π(st;θ)i 

 

The gradient ∇aQ
πθ(st,at;φ)can be changed to ∇aQ

w(st,at;φ) by using a differentiable 

function Qw(st,at;φ) as an approximator of Qπθ(st,at;φ). The approximator achieves  

∇aQ
w(st,at;φ)|

a=π(st;θ)  as ∇θπ(st;θ)>w, which is consistent with the deterministic policy. 

From NN's vantage point, the DPG loss function is set to: 

 

LDPG(θ) = −π(st;θ)∇aQπθ(st,at;φ)|a=π(st;θ) 

 

b. Comparing Monte Carlo Policy Gradient to Actor-Critic, the values of G(τst) and 

∇aQ
πθ must be determined in the 11th and the 14th equation above respectively, to 

update the policy parameters θ in SPG and DPG. As shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), 

respectively, this may be done for SPG by either using the actor-critic method or the 

Monte Carlo policy gradient method. This is typically accomplished with DPG using 

the actor-critic method, as shown in Fig. 9(c). 

The Monte Carlo policy gradient method uses Monte Carlo simulation to attempt to 

quantify G(τst). The REINFORCE algorithm is a typical Monte Carlo algorithm for 

SPG techniques. According to the Monte Carlo method, the current policy is initially 

sampled from an initial state s0 by running the trajectory τs0. The total reward G(τst) 

starting from time step t is then calculated for each time step t = 0, 1, …., T. This 

value is multiplied by the policy gradient ∇θ logπ(at|st;θ) to update the parameters 

following the equation 10. The aforementioned process is performed several times, 

sampling a different trajectory in each run. 

Moreover, a baseline function b(st) that is independent of at is added to lessen the 

variance of the policy gradient. This leads to the introduction of the REINFORCE 

algorithm (Williams, n.d.) with baseline, whose loss function can be written as: 
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LSPG BASE(θ) = −(G(τst) − b(st))logπ(at|st;θ) 

 

(Monte Carlo policy gradient DRL methods: advantages and disadvantages) The 

policy gradient approaches for DRL are a direct mapping from state to action as 

opposed to value-based DRL methods, which results in superior convergence 

qualities and improved efficiency in high-dimensional or continuous action spaces. 

Additionally, it can learn stochastic policies, which in some circumstances perform 

better than deterministic policies. However, the huge estimating variance makes 

Monte Carlo policy gradient approaches suffer. They are particularly sample-

intensive since they are on-policy approaches that call for on-policy samples. 

 

 

(a) Monte Carlo Policy Gradient 

 

 

 

… 
… … 

… 

… 
… 
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(c) Actor-critic methods for DPG. 

Figure 9: Monte Carlo Policy Gradient and Actor-Critics Method 

 

Actor-critic approaches have received a lot of attention in DRL because they combine 

the benefits of value-based and Monte Carlo policy gradient methodologies. An actor-

critic technique is often implemented by two NNs, i.e., the actor-network and the 

critic network, which share parameters, as shown in Figs. 9(b) and 9(c). The critic 

network is comparable to the NN of the value-based method, whereas the actor 

network is comparable to the NN of the policy gradient method. During the learning 

process, the critic modifies the value function parameters, i.e., φ, according to the 

actor given by the policy. In the meantime, the actor modifies the policy's parameters 

θ, or, according to the value functions, the critic has evaluated. Typically, two 

learning rates must be established respectively for the updates of φ and θ. 

The critic network is utilized to determine the value of G(τst) in equation 11 in the 

actor-critic technique for SPG. The value function V πθ (st;φ); is specifically set as the 

baseline b(st) in equation 15, and it is approximated by the critic network using the 

loss function shown in equation 2. When an agent chooses an action in a state st 

following the current policy πθ as provided by the actor-network, they are rewarded 

with rt+1, and the state then transits to st+1. The loss function for the critic network can 

be represented as equation 2 in a value-based manner as below: 
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LCritic(φ) = δt2 

where δt = rt+1 + γV πθ (st+1;φ) − V πθ(st;φ) 

 

The parameters of the critic network are updated as described in equation 4 in DQN. 

 

φ ← φ + βδt∇φV πθ(st;φ) 

 

   

Where the critic's rate of learning is β. 

Note that, G(τst) is a rough approximation of Qπθ(st,at;φ) = rt+1 + γV πθ (st+1;φ). As a result, 

the value of G(τst) - b(st) in equation 15 can be substituted by δt in equation 17, which can 

be thought of as an estimate of the benefit of action at in state st given the value functions 

evaluated by the critic network. The actor network's loss function can be described in a 

manner similar to equation 15, i.e., 

LActor(θ) = −δt logπ (at|st;θ 

 

The parameters of the actor network are updated as described in equation 10 in the Policy 

Gradient method. 

 

θ ← θ + αδt∇θ logπ(at|st;θ) 

 

where the actor's learning rate is α. 

The critic can correctly approximate value functions through the actor-critic 

algorithm's updating procedures, and the actor can make better decisions to earn 

bigger rewards. 
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The asynchronous advantage actor-critic (A3C) algorithm and soft actor-critic (SAC) 

are two common actor-critic techniques for SPG. The former is primarily concerned 

with simultaneously training numerous actors who share global parameters. The latter 

includes off-policy updates, a tractable stochastic policy, and a soft Q-function. SAC 

performs well across a variety of continuous control tasks. 

The Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) algorithm is a common actor-critic 

approach for DPG. The DDPG algorithm combines the concepts of DPG and DQN. It 

is a model-free off-policy actor-critic method. The target networks Q0 and π0 in the 

DDPG algorithm are specified by φ0 and θ0 respectively, in addition to the online 

critic network Q and the online actor network π with parameters φ and θ respectively. 

These four NNs' parameters must be changed throughout the learning process. The 

critic network is used to obtain the gradient ∇aQ
πθ(st,at;φ). 

(Actor-Critical DRL Methods: Pros and Cons): The benefits of value-based and 

Monte Carlo policy gradient methods are combined in actor-critic methods. They may 

comply with the policy or not. They require far fewer learning samples and 

processing resources to choose an action than Monte Carlo approaches, especially 

when the action space is continuous. They can learn stochastic policies and handle RL 

problems with continuous actions, in contrast to value-based techniques. However, 

because of the recursive use of value estimate, it is vulnerable to instability. 

According to the description above, the policy gradient in the actor-critic approach is 

deterministic but biased, whereas the policy gradient in the Monte Carlo method is 

unbiased but has a high variation. Therefore, combining these two approaches would 

result in creating a successful strategy. It would address the issue of high sample 

complexity while combining the benefits of on-policy and off-policy approaches. 

 

c. Comparing Simple Policy Gradient to Natural Policy Gradient: The policy gradient 

methods discussed above, update the NN parameters using a simple gradient of the 

loss function ∇θL(θ). To give a more effective solution, the NPG method updates the 

parameters in NN using the natural gradient ∇N
θ L(θ), as opposed to a simple gradient. 

The loss function of NPG and SPG, whose general expression is given in equation 8, 

are identical. The variables are modified as: 
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Where, 

Fθ = Eπθ h∇θ logπ (at|st;θ)(∇θ logπ (at|st;θ))Ti 

 

is utilized to calculate the update step size using the Fisher information matrix. 

The NPG technique introduces a new step size definition that specifies the amount by 

which certain parameters should be modified, resulting in a more reliable and 

efficient update. However, the problem with NPG is that it is impossible to calculate 

the Fisher information matrix or store them effectively when sophisticated NN is used 

to estimate the policy if the number of parameters is big. The aforementioned issue is 

somewhat resolved by methods derived from NPG, such as Trust Region Policy 

Optimization (TRPO) and Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO), which are frequently 

employed in practice for DRL. Additionally, some algorithms include NPG in actor-

critic methods. 

 

4.1.2. ADVANCED DRL ALGORITHM 

A. POMDP-based DRL (A Partially Observable Markov Decision Process): 

Considering RL in a Markovian environment indicates that optimal control is always 

possible with only knowledge of the present state. The agent cannot accurately view 

the entire environment in many real-world issues, typically because of sensing and 

communication capabilities that are constrained. An agent operating in a partially 

observable environment can model the environment as a POMDP. To perform RL 

tasks in realistic contexts, it is necessary to deal with the noisy and partial state 

information produced by POMDP. 

By including a limited number of observations and an associated observation model, 

POMDP can be considered an extension of MDP. Typically, a POMDP is described 

as six-tuple < S,A,P,r,Ω,O > 
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Where the elements of the MDP state space S, action space A, transition probability 

P, and reward r have already been established 

 Ω is the observation space, where o ∈ Ω is a possible observation. 

 O (o|s0,a) is the conditional probability that taking an action a leading to a new 

state s0 will result in an observation o.  

Similar to MDP, an agent selects an action a ∈ A under the policy π(a|s), which causes 

the environment to change to a new state s0 ∈ S with probability P (s0|s,a), in exchange, 

the agent receives a reward r(s,a). In contrast to MDP, the agent cannot directly see 

system states; instead, it receives an observation o ∈ Ω whose probability O(o|s0,a). 

relies on the new state of the environment. The policy and Q-function are also changed 

to π(a|o) and Q(o,a) respectively. 

The agent must use historical data to lessen ambiguity regarding the current state 

because it cannot directly view the underlying condition. The definition of the 

observation history at time step t is ht = {(o1,a1),··· ,(ot−1,at−1),(ot,−)} (Lei et al., 2020). 

 

B. MA-DRL (Multi-Agent DRL): In the previous discussions, we focused primarily on 

single-agent DRL methods. In real-world applications, there are times when many 

agents must cooperate, such as during cooperative vehicle driving or manipulation in 

multi-robot systems. DRL approaches for Multiple-Agent (MA) systems are created 

in these circumstances. 

An MA system has a high level of robustness and scalability and is composed of a 

collection of autonomous, interacting agents that share a common environment. The 

notion of a stochastic game is established to expand MDP into the MA context since 

the various agents in the system can interact with each other in cooperative or 

competitive situations. The definition of a stochastic game or MA-MDP with N 

agents is given by the tuple < S,A1,··· ,AN,P,r1,··· ,rN >, where 

 S is the discrete set of states, 

 Ai, i = 1,··· ,N are the discrete sets of actions available to the agents, yielding 

the joint action set A = A1×···×AN, 

 P : S ×A×S → [0,1] is the state transition probability function, 
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 ri : S × A → R, i = 1,··· ,N are the reward functions for the agents. 

 

The joint action of all the agents a = [a1,··· ,an], where a ∈ A and ai ∈ Ai, determine the 

state transitions in MA-MDP. All agents in the completely collaborative issues receive 

the same reward, or r1 = ··· = rN. With r1+···+rN = 0, the agents in fully competitive issues 

receive opposing rewards. As a result, in the common case involving two agents, r1 = −r2. 

Mixed games are MA-MDP challenges that are neither very collaborative nor fully 

competitive. 

Each agent in MA RL learns to enhance its policy by interacting with the outside world to 

gain rewards. The environment is typically complicated and dynamic for each agent, and 

the system may run into the action-space explosion problem. Since several agents are 

learning simultaneously, for a certain agent, the best course of action for one agent may 

also alter as other agents' policies change. This can disrupt the learning algorithm's 

convergence and lead to instability (Lei et al., 2020). 
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5. IMPLEMENTATION 

In recent years, IoT security has been compromised. Security breaches could result in data 

loss and/or unethical manipulations of data, which could result in anomalies in the IoT network. 

To curb this, security measures are introduced to IoT networks, which make them self-reliant. 

For simplicity’s sake, the environment in this context, which is the IoT network, is 

simplified. Reinforcement learning is a type of machine learning that allows an agent (in this 

case, the network) to learn from experience by receiving feedback in the form of rewards or 

penalties. The agent tries to maximize its rewards by taking actions that are most likely to lead to 

positive outcomes. The reinforcement-learning agent learned to adjust network parameters such 

as bandwidth allocation, routing paths, or transmission power levels based on feedback from the 

network environment. Thus, it learned to prioritize traffic to a device experiencing connectivity 

issues or adjust the network topology to improve connectivity.  

 

 

Figure 10: MAPE-K Loop; Self-Adaptation Control Feedback Loop (Lalanda et al., 2013) 

 

Problem Statement: This paper focuses on the effectiveness of using dynamic programming 

(reinforcement learning) to train an SDN-based IoT network to detect anomalies, correct them, 

and thereby, improving fault-tolerance properties in the IoT network.  
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We leveraged the concept of MAPE-K Loop in Fig. 10 - the well-known self-adaptation 

control loop. There are four main attributes to the MAPE-K loop: these attributes help to monitor 

the system and its environment by analyzing the information collected from the system and its 

environment, they also decide and plan for the system’s adaptation, thereby, executing the 

adaptation by applying it to the system. 

The agent (in our case, the RL Agent), which is the autonomic manager in Fig. 10, 

implements autonomic loop(s): collects/decides/acts control loop, makes use of monitored data, 

and combines this with its internal knowledge of the system to plan and implement management 

tasks (Lalanda et al., 2013). The agent analyzes the IoT network environment, searches for 

anomalies, and tries to solve them by using the episodic settings in the Markov Decision Process 

discussed in this chapter. The type of reinforcement learning used here is MDPs where the 

probabilities or rewards are unknown. For this purpose, it is useful to define a further function, 

which corresponds to taking the action and then continuing optimally (or according to whatever 

policy one currently has):  

Q(s, a) = ∑ Pₐ(s, s’)(Rₐ(s, s’) + ϒV(s’)) 

While this function is also unknown, experience during learning is based on (s; a) pairs 

(together with the outcome s’; that is, "I was in state s and I tried doing a and s’ happened"). 

Thus, one has an array and uses experience to update it directly. This is known as Q-learning 

(Markov Decision Process, n.d.). 

 

5.1. IoT Network Architecture 

 The IoT network architecture we considered for our solution was the general IoT network 

architecture. The general IoT architecture has the universal IoT features; the Sensing Domain 

(Perception layer: consisting of the sensors, gadgets, and other devices), the Network Domain 

(Network layer: connectivity between devices), and the Application Domain (Application layer: 

the layer the user interacts with); an example is shown in Fig. 11. These layers support IoT 

devices through data collection and processing. This architecture goes beyond the OSI model 

(The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model describes the seven layers that computer 

systems use to communicate over a network. It has seven layers – from the physical layer to the 
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application layer) to include the transformation of data into usable information using machine 

learning and artificial intelligence. 

                   

 

Figure 11: General Feature of IoT Gateway (Kang et al., 2017) 

 

  

 

 

Figure 12: IoT Network from gettyimages 
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5.2. Markov Decision Process 

 The interactions between the agent and the environment in this context are a finite 

horizon with discrete state spaces. The Markov Decision Process (MDP) M = (S; A; P; r; ϒ; μ), 

is specified by: 

• A state space S, which is finite in our case, is assumed a network of IoT devices.  

• An action space A, which is discrete. 

• A transition function P: S X A  ∆(S), where ∆(S) is the space of probability distributions 

over S (i.e., the probability simplex). P(s’ |s; a) is the probability of transitioning into state sₒ 

upon taking action a in state s. 

We use P s; a to denote the vector P( |s; a).  

• A reward function r : S X A       [0; 1]. r(s; a) is the immediate reward associated with taking 

action a in state s. More generally, the r(s; a) could be a random variable (where the distribution 

depends on s; a). While we largely focus on the case where r(s; a) is deterministic, the extension 

to methods with stochastic rewards are often straightforward. 

• A discount factor ϒ ϵ [0; 1), which defines a horizon for the problem. 

• An initial state distribution μ ϵ ∆(S), which specifies how the initial state sₒ is generated. In 

many cases, we will assume that the initial state is fixed at sₒ, i.e. μ is a distribution supported 

only on sₒ (Agarwal et al., n.d.). 

 

  

5.3. Model-free Solution Technique 

 

 The solution technique we employed in our work is a model-free policy-iteration 

technique that uses the standard MDP (M) = (S; A; P; r; ϒ; μ), where the state and action sets 

are finite and discrete. Furthermore, transition, reward, and value functions are assumed to store 

values for all states and actions separately. The core Dynamic Programming (DP) algorithm 

considered here is the Policy Iteration method, although, some value iteration was also done to 

calculate all possible rewards, and convergence at the optimal value was achieved. As a model-

free learning algorithm, the agent learns directly from the environment. The approach employed 

for solving the environment is the Monte Carlo approach. 
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Equation 1: Monte Carlo Policy Evaluation 

The Model-free Monte Carlo Approach is where the agent learns value functions directly from 

episodes of experience and only receives the reward at the end of an episode. The agent learns 

value functions from sample returns from episodes in the Markov Decision Process (MDP). 

Sample returns mean average rewards from episodes, where Episode = [(S1, A1, R1), (S2, A2, 

R2), (S3, A3, R3), and so on.. till the termination state]. An example is shown in the code snippet 

below: 

 

Equation 2: Original Code Snippet 
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5.3.1. Training with PPO Algorithm 

 

 A stochastic policy is trained using PPO in an on-policy manner. This indicates that it 

samples activities during exploration following the most recent iteration of its stochastic policy. 

Both the training process and the initial conditions influence action selection’s level of 

randomness. As the update rule encourages the policy to take advantage of rewards that it has 

already discovered, the policy normally becomes increasingly less random throughout the course 

of training. The policy could become stuck in local optima because of this. 

An on-policy model that enables the agent to learn how to maximize its reward is the PPO policy 

model. Using the data that is currently available, improves a policy as much as it can without 

unintentionally causing performance to collapse. Similar to the TRPO, the PPO is a family of 

first-order algorithms that use a few heuristics to keep new policies near to the old. The PPO 

approaches are far easier to implement than the TRPO, which attempts to solve this problem via 

a complicated second-order algorithm. 

 When using a stochastic gradient ascent technique, policy gradient approaches compute 

an estimator of the policy gradient. The most popular gradient estimator has the following 

structure: 

 

ˆg = ˆEt [∇θ log πθ(at | st) ˆAt] 

 

where πθ is a stochastic policy and ˆAt is an estimator of the advantage function at time step t. 

Here, the expectation ˆEt[. . .] indicates the empirical average over a finite batch of samples, in 

an algorithm that alternates between sampling and optimization. Implementations that use 

automatic differentiation software work by constructing an objective function whose gradient is 

the policy gradient estimator; the estimator ˆg is obtained by differentiating the objective: 

 

L(θ) = ˆEt [log πθ(at | st) ˆAt] 

 

While using the same trajectory to perform multiple steps of optimization on this loss L may 
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seem appealing, doing so is not well-justified and frequently results in destructively large policy 

updates, according to empirical evidence (Schulman et al., 2017). 

Our RL agent was trained and validated to detect anomalies in the network and 

immediately apply some fixes. The model was trained using the MlpPolicy policy model, which 

is one of the policy models in the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) algorithm of Stable 

Baselines3 that maps the action space to the state space in an environment. This work 

experiments on a Simplified Environment, i.e., an environment where simple state spaces of an 

IoT network are assumed to be free of anomalies. The agent’s action spaces in this environment 

are discrete and the observation spaces are box. Some random anomalies were introduced into 

the environment state spaces for the agent to learn and act on, given some predefined actions in 

the agent’s action spaces to solve the environment.  

In the episodic settings, we had 10 iterations. The agent was able to map the action space 

with the state space to obtain the best action for the environment, which was at its initial state 

(The initial state was assumed to be anomaly-free). The agent was able to learn to carry out some 

pre-defined actions to correct the introduced anomalies, thereby, maximizing its reward.  

The major drawback of this kind of policy is that as an on-policy model, the agent is only 

trained to make rigid tasks. It does not have the flexibility characteristic or feature to make future 

tasks possible (i.e., it is not flexible enough to handle other tasks that it is not trained for). 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3.2. Policy Iteration Method 

 

Policy iteration is a model-based reinforcement learning that iterates between the policy 

evaluation phase (which computes the value function of the current policy) and the policy 

improvement phase (which computes an improved policy by a maximization over the value 

function). This iteration is repeated until it converges to an optimal policy. Policy iteration starts 

with an arbitrarily initialized policy πₒ. Then a sequence of iterations follows in which the 

current policy is evaluated, after which it is improved. The first step, the policy evaluation step, 

computes V^πk. The second step, the policy improvement step, computes πk+1 from πk using 

V^πk. For each state, the optimal action is determined. If for all states s, πk+1(s) = πk(s), the 
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policy is stable, then the policy iteration algorithm can stop. Policy iteration generates a 

sequence of alternating policies and value functions.  

For finite MDPs, i.e., state and action spaces are finite policy iteration converges after a 

finite number of iterations. Each policy πk+1 is a strictly better policy than πk unless in case πk = 

π∗, in which case the algorithm stops. Moreover, because for a finite MDP, the number of 

different policies is finite, policy iteration converges in finite time. In practice, it usually 

converges after a small number of iterations. Although policy iteration computes the optimal 

policy for a given MDP in finite time, it is relatively inefficient. In particular, the first step, the 

policy evaluation step, is computationally expensive. Value functions for all intermediate 

policies πₒ,…,πk,…,π∗ are computed, which involves multiple sweeps through the complete state 

space per iteration. A bound on the number of iterations is not known and depends on the MDP 

transition structure, but it often converges after a few iterations in practice (van Otterlo, n.d.). 

 The algorithm we critically followed in this context is similar to the Markov Decision 

Process of Policy Iteration Algorithm stated below in Equation 3. However, as stated earlier in 

this text, some value iteration policy with the algorithm as shown in Equation 4 was also carried 

out for possible reward convergence, but we mainly studied the core iteration, which is the 

Policy Iteration method. The Value Iteration policy done here was episodic as considered in 

Equation 5 below. In the episodic setting, the actual update rule approximates the expected 

return from the state s using the next reward Rk and the value function of the next state v(s′) via 

bootstrapping. Note that v(s′) can be decomposed as follows:  

 

v(s′)=E[Rk+1+Rk+2+…+RT|Sk+1=s′]. 

 

 

Therefore, v(s′) quantifies the part of the return aside from the next reward Rk, and the update 

rule indeed quantifies the expected return from s. V(s′) initialization affects the reward in a way 

that, if v(s′) is initialized too high or low, then the update rule will simultaneously be adjusting it 

to the optimal value v∗(s′) while adjusting v(s) closer to v∗(s). However, the bulk of the work 

was focused on policy iteration, and value iteration importance is insignificant to the work. 
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Figure 13: Sample of Agent training using the PPO Policy Model 
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Figure 14: Policy Evaluation - Improvement Cycle 

 
 

5.3.3. Sampling Method and Reward Function 

In reinforcement learning, much emphasis is laid on finding the near-optimal policy or 

the near-optimal reward. One of the sampling methods used in this research work is the Episodic 

Sampling Method. In the episodic setting, for every episode, the learner acts for some finite 

number of steps, starting from a fixed starting state sₒ ~ μ, the learner observes the trajectory, and 

the state resets to sₒ ~ μ. This episodic model of feedback applies to both the finite-horizon 

MDPs (where each episode lasts for H-steps, and then the state is reset to sₒ ~ μ) and infinite 

horizon settings (Here, the agent can terminate the episode at will or the episode terminates at 

each step with probability 1 - ϒ. After termination, the state is reset to sₒ ~ μ).  

The reward function is an important part of this episodic task, and it specifies implicitly 

the goal of learning. Here, we assigned states in which the agent has won a positive reward value 

and if the state conditions were not met, a negative reward value was assigned. The network is 

designed to detect anomalies and make some amendments by either reconfiguring the system 

files or replacing the faulty node automatically, without human intervention. 

The reward function specifies rewards for being in a state or doing some action in a state. 

The state reward function is defined as R : S → R, and it specifies the reward obtained in states. 

However, there are two other definitions of reward. One can define either R : S × A → R or R : S 

× A × S → R. The first one gives rewards for acting in a state, and the second gives rewards for 

transitions between states. All definitions are interchangeable, though the last one is convenient 
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in model-free algorithms because there we usually need both the starting state and the resulting 

state in backing up values. The reward function is an important part of the MDP that specifies 

implicitly the goal of learning. In the episodic task of this project, all states in which the agent 

has won a positive reward value were assigned a non-zero value, and all states in which the agent 

lost and received a negative reward were assigned a zero-value reward value. This means we 

either have a positive reward or a negative reward. The goal of the agent is to reach non-zero 

valued states, which means winning and getting the solution to the anomalies. Thus, the reward 

function is used to give direction in which way the system, i.e., the MDP, should be controlled. 

Often, the reward function assigns non-zero rewards to non-goal states as well, which can be 

interpreted as defining sub-goals for learning (van Otterlo, n.d.). 
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Equation 3: Policy Iteration Algorithm 
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Equation 4: Value Iteration Algorithm 

 

   

  
 

Equation 5: The Episodic Part of Value Iteration Policy 
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6. Result and Discussion 

 Creating a simple IoT network environment, which has random anomalies introduced, a 

remarkable success was achieved by training the agent to guess what best actions to take in the 

environment. We evaluated the agent’s performance in the environment using the PPO algorithm 

(MlpPolicy model) which is a policy gradient method that learns from online data. 

We compared the performance of the Reinforcement Learning algorithm to the general Machine 

Learning-based solution (Anand et al., 2022), which used a publicly accessible dataset at the 

TON-IoT repository. This comparison clearly defines why RL-based solutions of anomaly 

detection and resolution in IoT networks should be considered to ML-based solutions. 

 

      

Table 1: TON dataset features Table 2: TON dataset 

features selected for training 

 

 

The ML-based solution classified some known and unknown threats with the use of some 

machine learning classifiers such as the KNN, the Decision Tree, the SVM, and others. The 

algorithm is shown in Equation 6 below. The test solution was carried out on the different 
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distributions of the dataset features, as seen in Tables 1 & 2 above (Anand et al., 2022). Table 3 

below shows how the basic ML models (Anand et al., 2022) underperformed in three different 

scenarios of known and unknown threats combinations, as compared to the RL model, which 

yielded impressive results despite using a generalized/ simple IoT networks environment and 

introducing random anomalies into it. The agent was trained to detect the random anomalies 

introduced into the environment and proffer the specified solution according to the required 

action state. The episodic function in our experiment shows the rewards of our agent per iteration 

and how it has reasonably learned to adopt some actions to prioritize its reward.  

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Performance of the ML-based solution on three different scenarios of threats test 

 

6.1. The Learning Rate and The Reward Function Curve 

The monitor wrapper output shows that the episodic mean reward was pegged maximally 

at 60 irrespective of its variations from the training start point. The reward function is directly 

proportional to the actions taken; this explains why the variation occurred at the beginning of the 

training. The agent tried to maximize its reward by prioritizing its action, and at the starting 

point, little reward was awarded. This happens as the agent was only starting to learn to guess the 

correct actions to solve the riddle in the environment. 

The reward curve per episode, which shows how the agent was accumulating its reward 

per episode in the environment, is shown in Fig. 16 below. The Implementation here was with 

the OpenAI PPO and PPO2 (Proximal Policy Optimization). The PPO2 is simply an updated 

version of the PPO algorithm as released by OpenAI. PPO2 is an implementation with vectorized 

environments, optimized for GPU and better supports parallel training. There are several 
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other differences (some of whose advantages are automatic normalization and clipped value 

functions) but use the same mathematical foundations as with PPO. 

 

 

Figure 15: Train Clipping Curve 

 

 

The learning curve as shown in Fig. 17 below is a straight horizontal line that depicts the 

agent’s smooth learning rate. The agent’s rate of learning was PPO Clipping: A core feature of 

PPO is the use of clipping in the policy and value function losses; this is used to constrain the 

policy and value functions from drastically changing between iterations to stabilize the training 

process. As an on-policy model-free policy, the PPO model tries to strike a balance between the 

complexity of the TRPO and its performance. It tends to update the policy used and clipping is 

usually very small. It does that to closely monitor the difference between the updated policy and 

the old policy. Reusing generated samples is possible to some extent because PPO modifications 

are relatively minor, but it is important to sample terms correctly for updated action probabilities. 
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PPO executes K update steps; implementations frequently use early termination when divergence 

levels are exceeded. 

 

 

 

Equation 6: ML-Algorithm 
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Figure 16: Episode Reward Mean 

 

 

Figure 17: Train Learning Rate 
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7. Conclusion and Further Work 

 

This research paper aims at developing a reinforcement learning model that could 

be used to detect and resolve anomalies in self-adaptable SDN-based IoT networks. 

However, a simple and generalized environment was used in the research work. 

This simple technique was able to prove that the basic ML models could not resolve 

anomalies/ threats; they could only classify threats based on some predefined 

instructions/ algorithms. Reinforcement learning agents could make decisions as to what 

actions to take and what actions not to take to tackle the issue, which makes it more 

efficient in this kind of situation.  

Reinforcement learning in self-adaptation systems has no limitations, as it is the 

best solution to knowledge-based, MAPE-K loop systems.  

Further research work is needed in the area of specifying the kinds of attacks 

(which include but are not limited to, how the attacks are being tailored into the network). 

Further research work could be about finding what area of the network is under attack 

and the kind of attack(s) the affected node(s) suffer from. Another area of research could 

be about what measures to be considered to tackle the issue if any threat arises in the 

node(s) of an IoT network. Another area is specifying the kinds of actions to be taken by 

an agent to solve a dictionary of attacks in the IoT network environment and the agent’s 

behaviors to the attacks in the environment. Many research areas need attention from 

researchers. Cyber threats are inevitably becoming sophisticated with an increase in 

technology use in our daily lives. In a sophisticated cyber-threat world, a counter-solution 

to the attacks must be devised. Some of the counter-solutions that could be researched are 

the following: 

 

7.1. Exploring capabilities of model-based DRL methods.  

Most DRL algorithms used for cyber defense so far are model-free methods, 

which are sample inefficient, as they require a large quantity of training data. These data 

are difficult to obtain in real cybersecurity practice. Researchers generally utilize 

simulators to validate their proposed approaches, but these simulators often do not 
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characterize the complexity and dynamics of real cyberspace of the IoT systems fully. 

Model-based DRL methods are more appropriate than model-free methods when training 

data are limitedly available because, with model-based DRL, it can be easy to collect data 

in a scalable way. Exploration of model-based DRL methods or the integration of model-

based and model-free methods for cyber defense is, thus, an interesting future study. For 

example, function approximations can be used to learn a proxy model of the actual high-

dimensional and possibly partial observable environment, which can be then employed to 

deploy planning algorithms, e.g., Monte-Carlo tree search techniques, to derive optimal 

actions. Alternatively, model-based and model-free combination approaches, such as 

model-free policy with planning capabilities or model-based look-ahead search can be 

used, as they aggregate advantages of both methods. However, current literature on 

applications of DRL to security in IoT networks often limits discretizing the action space, 

which restricts the full capability of the DRL solutions to real-world problems. 

Investigation of methods that can deal with continuous action spaces in cyber 

environments, e.g., policy gradient and actor-critic algorithms, is another encouraging 

research direction (Nguyen & Reddi, 2021).   

 

 

7.2. Training DRL in adversarial cyber environments  

AI can help defend against cyber attacks but can also facilitate dangerous attacks, i.e., 

offensive AI. Hackers can take advantage of AI to make attacks smarter and more 

sophisticated to bypass detection methods to penetrate computer systems or networks. 

For example, hackers may employ algorithms to observe the normal behaviors of users 

and employ the users’ patterns to develop untraceable attack strategies. Machine 

learning-based systems can mimic humans to craft convincing fake messages that are 

utilized to conduct large-scale phishing attacks. Alternatively, attackers can poison the 

data pool used for training deep learning methods (i.e., machine learning poisoning) or 

attackers can manipulate the states or policies, and falsify part of the reward signals in RL 

to trick the agent into taking sub-optimal actions, resulting in the agent being 

compromised. These kinds of attacks are difficult to prevent, detect, and fight against, as 
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they are part of a battle between AI systems. Adversarial machine learning, especially 

supervised methods, has been used extensively in cyber security but very few studies 

have been found on using adversarial RL. Adversarial DRL or DRL algorithms trained in 

various adversarial cyber environments are worth comprehensive investigation, as they 

can be a solution to battle against the increasingly complex offensive AI systems 

(Nguyen & Reddi, 2021).  
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